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* This meeting!
IPv6 Wireless Experiment

• Make sure IPv6 is enabled on your device
• SSID
  – IPV6ONLYEXP (5GHz)
  – IPVONLYEXP2.4 (2.4 GHz)
• Enter the password: iknowbesteffort
Agenda 1

1. Session Booting & Initialization
2. IPv6 Campus Deployment Experience
   - Niall O'Reilly
3. IPv6 Penetration in Hungary
   - Janos Zsako
4. Painting by Numbers (Visualization of Structured IPv6-Addressing)
   - Helge Holz
5. RIPE IPv6 Analyser
   - Alex Band
Agenda 2\textsuperscript{nd} Session

- BCOP document: "IPv6 troubleshooting procedures for helpdesks"
  - Benno Overeinder & Jan Zorz
- IETF document: "Balanced Security for IPv6 Residential CPE"
  - Ragnar Anfinsen
- RIPE 554\textsuperscript{bis} (Requirements for IPv6 in ICT Equipment... revised!)
  - Jan Zorz & Sander Steffann
- IPv6 Deployment at CERN
  - Edoardo Martelli
- IPv6 lightning talk: IPv6 synthesized records in Knot DNS
  - Ondřej Surý
- IPv6 Working Group Chair Replacement
- Session Shutdown
Thanks!

- Stay cool.
- See you in London!